248	To Robert Jephson	[1775
1608**.   To eobeet jephson.
SIR,	[February, 1775.] *
In consequence of your orders and of my own promise, I will venture to lay before  you, not advice,  but some indigested thoughts on subjects for tragedy, and on the composition of one—rather for the sake of talking with you on a matter agreeable to us both, than to dictate on what I have but once attempted, and never sufficiently studied ; indeed not at all till I had executed some part of my piece. I am ill qualified, Sir, to recommend a subject to you; since, though I confess I thought I had found some talent in myself for tragedy (after having vainly tried at comedy, to which I was more inclined), I have never been able to find a second story that pleased me—at least, that touched me enough to pursue it.    My wish was to work on that of Sir Thomas More—but the difficulties were various and too great.    In the first place, it would not be painting him, to omit his characteristic pleasantry.    Yet who but Shakespeare could render mirth pathetic?   His exquisite scene of  the   grave-diggers is an instance of that  magic and creative power—now so overwhelmed by the ignorance of French criticism, that it is acted no more !—And would not such barbarous blunders stifle genius itself ?   Not to miscarry in an imitation of  Shakespeare,  would  be to be Shakespeare—it would be still meritorious to aim at it. But there are other difficulties: one must pass censure on Sir Thomas's bigotry;  or draw him as  a martyr to a ridiculous worship, without censuring that worship; for even an oblique censure ou it out of the mouth of one of his reformed persecutors would flatten the glory of his martyrdom.—These two difficulties combined made me drop all thoughts of that story, though so fertile of great and
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